EPRINC Virtual Workshop
Transportation Climate Initiative (TCI)

An Assessment of Northeast States Cooperative Policy Initiative for Reducing Carbon Emissions from Transportation Fuels

Wednesday, June 16th 2021
10:00am - 11:30am EDT

10:00 – 10:05 am  Introductions and Opening Comments
Lucian Pugliaresi, President, EPRINC

10:05 – 10:15 am  Setting the Scene
Max Pyziur, Senior Director, Research Programs, EPRINC
Understanding the Global Climate Challenge

10:15 – 10:30 am  Policies and Implementing Provisions of the TCI
Andrea Grant, Partner, DLA Piper
How Does the TCI Operate?

10:30 – 11:30 am  Panel Presentations and Discussion (60 minutes)
Challenges and Opportunities in Reducing Consumption of Transportation Fuels in the Northeast

Moderator: Lucian Pugliaresi, EPRINC

Panelists and Presentations:

Understanding the Challenges of the EV Transition: Michael Lynch, President, Strategic Energy & Economic Research, Distinguished Fellow, EPRINC

Implications of TCI to Consumers: Larry Goldstein, EPRINC Trustee